Hdi boost controller wiring diagram

As the name implies, the valve is a solenoid. Meaning it mechanically actuates when it receives
12 volts on one side, and ground on the other. Like most solenoids, polarity does not matter. A
boost solenoid typically has 3 ports. Internal flow layout of a 3 port Boost Control Solenoid. The
next thing you need to figure out, is which ports are which on the boost control solenoid you
have. Usually a quick google search will reveal this. MAC 3 Port Solenoid, commonly used for
boost control. Photo Credit: ScoobyNet. Firstly the simple, internal wastegate setup where the
actuator has only one port. When pressure is applied to the actuator, it begins to push against a
preloaded diaphragm, and at a certain pressure it will overcome the spring preload and crack
the wastegate flapper open. Any pressure applied to the actuator beyond this point will have no
effect in reducing boost pressure. When the wastegate door opens, obviously boost goes down
google how a wastegate works if you need more information on that. When it stays shut, boost
will continue to rise assuming the engine is producing the energy to spool the turbo. The
highest boost pressure possible would occur when no signal is given to the wastegate actuator,
at which point the wastegate would only open if the back-pressure in the exhaust manifold
exceeded the force that the actuator spring preload was applying to the door. This is the
simplest of cases. We want to pass all of the pressure through to the wastegate normally, so
boost will be the same as without a boost controller. If we give the solenoid permanent power,
we have the same situation as if we removed the hose to the actuator completely. In either case
â€” it gets no signal, and boost is as high as possible. If the NC port is left open to atmosphere,
be sure to mount the solenoid so that excessive moisture cannot enter the port, as this can fail
the solenoid over time. A drain spout, or pointing the exhaust port downwards can help ensure
the solenoid will drain if any moisture happens to enter. When the solenoid is not powered, the
wastegate gets full signal, and when the solenoid is powered, the wastegate gets no signal,
right? The external wastegate plumbing is a little bit more complicated, because there are two
ways you can plumb an external gate. You can do it the exact same way as the internal
wastegate, as shown in the diagram below. When pressure is applied to the bottom of the
wastegate the system works exactly the same as pressure applied to the top of an internal
wastegate actuator. More pressure pushes the valve open, reducing boost. The top port of the
wastegate should be left open to atmosphere. Simple plumbing of a 3 port boost control
solenoid for an external wastegate. Base image credit: COBB. The way this setup works is quite
simple when you think about it, despite maybe being confusing at first glance:. In my
experience, the simple method works just fine in most cases, and may be preferred if you value
simplicity I know I do. One last thing before I finish this post. We like to be able to start at a safe
boost pressure, and move up from there. So please, be prepared and let your tuner know what
to expect. Have your boost control system plumbed correctly so that we can save you money
and spend our time tuning, not fixing! About OnPoint Contact 0 Items. Boost Control Plumbing
â€” Get it right, save money. This install is specific to a Subaru Forester but it shouldnt be much
different for most other turbo cars. This device is advertised as also working on diesels! The
unit was ordered mid afternoon on a Friday and it arrived at am on Saturday morning, so spot
on delivery from Harvey. The unit was well packaged, and came with an additional photocopy of
the instruction manual, which came in very handy for using whilst installing the unit rather than
getting the original manual dirty. On opening the box everything is nicely packaged and all the
parts come sealed packed in a plastic bag, with seperate compartments for different parts. The
parts and cables can be see below and comprise or 1 x Controller, 1 x boost solonoid, 1 x wiring
loom, 5 x small cable ties, 1 metre of silicone tubing, 1 x t-piece, 1 x carrier with two nuts and
bolts, 2 x bleed nipples, 1 x big nut and bolt for fixing the solonoid and 1 x manual. First thing to
do is to decide where to fit the HDI SBC-D-SE boost controller, I decided I wanted mine under
the stereo in the centre console so had to remove all the plastic trim to get to behind here. Fairly
easy to remove the centre console. There are two screws hidden under plastic covers in the
centre arm rest. Take the covers off and remove the screws and the surround round the
handbrake will come out. Then remove around the gearstick, this isnt even screwed in and just
lifts out. Hold the rear and lift then pull backwards and off it comes. The stereo surround, again
isnt screwed in but needs to be pulled gently from the bottom. Mines been out a few times and it
quite loose but the first time I tried to remove it it took a bit of time and patience especially for
the holding clips close to the top. Once out there are four screws, as shown below, which need
to be removed. Once unscrewed the stereo area comes out in one. Thats the stereo and the
under tray, just pull towards you. Next is to feed the wires and piping through the bulk head,
there are two places you can do this, there is a circular grommet and a rounded diamond
shaped gromit. I managed the boost pipe through the circular grommet but when I came to push
through the solonoid wire I realised that there was an end on it which plugs into the controllers
wiring loom. Using these grommits will bring the pipes and wire into the car close to the centre
console. If you dont have a hole then you could make one, as long as you put a grommet round

it afterwards. Next is to wire up the HDI SBC-D-SE boost controller wiring loom, I have wired
mine into my stereo wiring, basicially because I can remove this part of the loom and solder all
the wires in place outside the car much easier. You could try using those crimp blocks but I
wouldnt recommend it as the wires to the Boost controller are quite thin and I am betting they
wont hold the wires properly or they just cut them in half. Its connected to the inlet manifold just
to the left of the coil pack as you look at the engine from the front. Port two on the solonoid
connects to the Actuator and Port three connects to a pressure source or the compressor
housing. The original piping from the actuator and the inlet manifold to the manufacturers
solonoid is blocked off and is not used. The pipe from the inlet manifold is connected to the HDI
SBC-D-SE boost controller on the port on the back as below and tie wrappd to stop it from
coming off as its very loose. The first photo is of the naked port and the second is with the pipe
connected. Next is to connect all the wires. Once the above wiring has been done then to
connect the unit to the supplied wiring loom and to the solonoid then all that is required is to
connect the attached plugs together. The power was then tested to make sure the unit switches
on, which it did and I then put everything back together and here is the final result. Next thing to
do is to dial the unit in. This is made much easier if you have a boost gauge, in fact I would say
its impossible to dial this in correctly or within safe limits without a boost gauge. First the low
setting. Make sure that low light is lit and go for a drive. I turned the dial on low all the way
down, same with high. Once out on the road I accelerated and turned the dial up until the boost
gauge moved. This was at 7psi. Thats the low set, so you push the dial in so it cant be
accidentally changed. I want my low boost set low as its for motorway cruising! Press the select
button and the high button lights up, this is now set to high. Again tuning is to turn the dial until
you reach an acceptable boost level as per on your gauge. I would not start with the dial turned
to high and turn it down as this risks your engine going boom! I have set mine to 18psi 1. Once
set push the dial inwards to prevent accidental turning. What I have noticed with this is that the
way the boost comes in it different to with the standard boost solonoid. With the standard
solonoid the boost comes in slowly, stays a little while then disappears pretty much the same
way it come in. With this boost solonoid, it come in much earlier down the rev range, I noticed
around rpm I was on 16psi. I havent tested mine on the upper rpm range yet as my car is auto
and in D changes up before boost subsides. I would have taken less had I not been taking
pictures and making notes. I have found out that the pipe highlighted in the above picture also
needs blocking up, which I have done by forcing a pencil eraser into the pipe and sticking it
back on the car, this is because I couldnt get anything to seal the hole to the intake pipe
properly. At least if I want to put things back to normal I can just drill it out and stick the pipe
back on. After being away for two weeks I managed Thats over miles using Most of this was
driving on Low Boost on the Motorway or A With about miles with the controller set to high,
hammering around the welsh hills. Are Harvey Performance still in business? I have found
these units on Ebay but they appear to come without the solenoid?? Alas no, Harvey died a few
years ago. I believe these are available direct from the supplier. Can I ask why you needed to
block the pipe with a pencil eraser? What effect was having it unblocked producing? The
illumination lights above the solenoid and boost writing seem to be misaligned and therefore its
hard to see if they are operating correctly. It also makes a very annoying rattle when the boost
comes in or some reason almost as if something is loose inside. The final thing is on its lowest
setting the solenoid light stays on but as soon as I adjust the boost slightly, it flashes on boost.
Hi how many miles did your autobox have on it when boost controller fitted?. Any problems
atall once fitted ie did it not over boost or fuel cut did you ever have yours remapped thanks in
advance. So no remap. My car had done 30,kms when I put the hdi on it and it was still on at
nearly ,kms when I sold it. Never had an over boost issue as o my set to 19psi. Your email
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controller system it uses an electronic solenoid to select the pre loaded actuator base boost
and the adjusted boost pressure by the Mechanical boost controller MBC-R to make the
connection simple this hybrid package also contain the power switch and cigarette plug in
power supply or you can cut the plug off to connect permanently to the ignition power. It is
made of T light weight high strength aluminium to limit thermo expansion in the engine bay.
Installation is extremely simple just connect it in between the turbo compressor housing and
the wastegate. Adjustment is also simple, turn clockwise to increase boost and counter
clockwise to decrease boost. Operation: turn top adjustment knob clockwise to increase boost
counter clockwise to reduce boost. Add To Cart. Installation: 1. Make sure the adjustment knob
is as far as possible b
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ut before it is separate from the main body than turn the adjustment dial in turn clockwise as
for the base starting point. Connect the MBC-R according to the diagram with the shortest
possible vacuum hose connection and away from heat most of the standard turbo system is
similar the internal wastegate shown in the diagram. Connect the bottom port of the boost
controller to the boost source. It can be manifold or turbo compressor. Connect the side port
marked with a triangle sign of the boost controller to the wastegate. Make sure you cable tight
all the vacuum hoses 5. Recheck all the connection, warm up the car and driver and drive
moderately monitor the boost level at this stage you boost should be similar or lower than your
standard boost, if so you can start turning the adjustment dial clockwise to increase boost we
recommend do it on a Dyno make sure it is adjust by a professional, best is with full throttle rpm
in 3rd gear and repeat the step 5 till the desired boost is reached.

